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0. Introduction

How perfect is perfect? 

How much time and effort is required to replicate this simple, mass-produced bowl 
if you have little or no training? 

How much time is required to learn the skill of throwing clay, to get to know the ma-
terial and being able to produce something that even resembles a bowl? 

Is perfect really perfect? In a culture where perfect things are mass-produced to 
meet popular demand, imperfect things become unique. 

Maybe perfect is simply boring.
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1. At first you try and fail.

At the beginning of this project I decided to work with destruction as a concept. We 
as a species have an innate and incredible talent for destruction, even going as far 
as destroying our own habitats in some cases. Although destruction can be seen as 
a negative force it can also be seen as a positive one. Without destruction there is 
no creation and without creation there is no destruction. These forces are two faces 
of the same penny and must be considered as such to be neutral forces, neither 
positive nor negative although the affects they can have can swing either way. 

    I started with destroying random stuff 
myself and then moved on to allowing 
random people to destroy random things. 
I had them write up 3 words that came to 
mind, they could be any words whether 
they had to do with a feeling, a gesture or 
an object. The result of this experiment 
was that most people felt stressed and 
apprehensive at the beginning, before they 
destroyed the item they had chosen. After 
destroying the item most of them felt relief, 
they felt lighter and more relaxed. Although 
interesting after doing some research I 
found that if one would associate destroy-
ing items with reward the brain creates 
a connection between the two, creating 
a reward system through destruction.1 I 
found it was a dangerous game to play and 
backed out of it. I ended this part of the 
research with asking random people on the 
Internet what they would most like to de-
stroy and why. The answers where mostly 
on the lines of wanting to destroy items 
but some went deeper and asked whether 
self-destruction counted. I found myself 
again in dangerous territory and opted for 
another way of tackling the subject.

1 Brad J. Bushman, “Does Venting Anger Feed or Extinguish the Flame? Catharsis, Rumination, Distraction, Anger, and 
Aggressive Responding”, Personality and Social Psychology Bulletin, 8. Sept, 2001. http://www-personal.umich.edu/~b-
bushman/PSPB02.pdf.

Picture 1: Words written down by subjects after an act of 
destruction. 
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Picture 2: Meditative destruction. I chose a book to destroy, books are holy to me so it was a way to challenge my self. The 
word “enough” in the inner most circle was unintentional.
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1.1. Creative Destruction.

I wanted to see destruction in a more social context, where it touched us as a soci-
ety. I found an economic theory called Creative Destruction that is common in mod-
ern times. Creative destruction is an economic theory coined by Joseph Schumpeter 
in 1942 and refers to the incessant product and process innovation mechanism by 
which new production units replace outdated ones.1 A great example of creative de-
struction is how online video streaming services (Netflix, youtube.com etc.) have led 
to fall of the video rental industry.2

“The opening up of new markets, foreign or domestic, and the organizational de-
velopment from the craft shop to such concerns as U.S. Steel illustrate the same 
process of industrial mutation—if I may use that biological term—that incessantly 
revolutionizes the economic structure from within, incessantly destroying the old 
one, incessantly creating a new one. This process of Creative Destruction is the 
essential fact about capitalism. (p. 83)” 3

    This means that when old industries die out people become unemployed and 
sometimes even whole towns are left without work. In many places like the United 
States of America there are towns like Flint Michigan and cities like Detroit Illinois 
that were left to fend for themselves. Both places are now known for high unem-
ployment rates and big parts of the city or town are now filled with empty and dilap-
idated houses.4  No jobs means no income, which results in people moving away to 
be able to find a way of living. That being said creative destruction has also offered 
positive social change in other places. Research yielded that places that have a high 
turnover rate in industries and offer their population a decent social safety net (so-
cial welfare, unemployment wages, job searching assistance so on and so forth) are 
more likely to have a happier population than places that do not offer a high turnover 
in industries.5 

1 Ricardo J. Caballero, “Creative destruction”, Economics MIT, aquired 13. May, 2017. https://economics.mit.edu/files/1785.
2 Kirsten Acuna, “8 Ways Online Streaming Killed The Video Store”, Business Insider, 5. Feb, 2013. http://www.businessin-
sider.com/online-streaming-is-making-the-dvd-obsolete-2013-1?IR=T.
3 Richard Alm  and W. Michael Cox, “Creative Destruction”, Library of Economics and Liberty, 2008. http://www.econlib.org/
library/Enc/CreativeDestruction.html.
4 Joshua Zumbrun, “America’s Fastest-Dying Cities”, Forbes, 5. Aug. 2008. https://www.forbes.com/2008/08/04/econo-
my-ohio-michigan-biz_cx_jz_0805dying.html.
5 Richard Alm  and W. Michael Cox, “Creative Destruction”, Library of Economics and Liberty, 2008. 
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    The article Creative Destruction by W. Michael Cox and Richard Alm says “Over 
time, societies that allow creative destruction to operate grow more productive 
and richer; their citizens see the benefits of new and better products, shorter work 
weeks, better jobs, and higher living standards.” The article also goes on to say that 
to be able to reap the benefits of creative destruction some must suffer, some must 
be left behind because if a society attempts to preserve jobs or protect an industry 
they might stagnate or decline. Capitalism is a two edged sword, you cannot have 
gain with out pain, they are linked in the same manner as creation and destruction. 
Schumpeter himself said “The essential point to grasp is that in dealing with capital-
ism we are dealing with an evolutionary process,” and evolution waits for no one and 
shows no mercy just as capitalism does.1 

1 Richard Alm  and W. Michael Cox, “Creative Destruction”, 2008.

Picture 3: Dilapitated houses in Detroit. 
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1.2. Creative Destruction and ceramics.

The ceramics industry has been affected by creative destruction both negatively and 
positively. Ceramics are now readily available to most and have become a common 
household item in Iceland. You can go buy a whole set of ceramic plates, dishes and 
bowls for a low price. They can last you years if you treat them well but if one breaks 
it won’t matter much, replacing them is usually easy and inexpensive.  
   
    How has creative destruction affected our value of ceramics? What drives some 
of us to spend ten times more on a handcrafted bowl rather than a mass-produced 
one and why is it priced so much higher? Is a handcrafted bowl more valuable than a 
mass-produced bowl? 
   
    I decided to try and replicate a simple bowl from IKEA by handcrafting it on the 
potter’s wheel. Although different methods of crafting are used in mass production 
I wanted to use a method most of us know, to line these two up against each other 
to see the differences. How much time, effort and work would I have to put in to be 
able to handcraft this simple bowl? How much would that work be worth to the soci-
ety or the individual within it?

Picture 4: The IKEA bowl chosen for the project.
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2. Skills, education, time, materials and 
tools.

What are my skills, education and experi-
ence in throwing clay:

Enrolled in Reykjavík Visual School of 
Arts, ceramics department from Jan. 
2011 to June 2012 and fall semester of 
2013. There of 4 1/2 months experience 
in throwing fall semester of 2011.

Skills in throwing: average.

Experience since: None.

Tools used: Throwing wheel, wood mod-
eling tool, aluminum - wood and plastic 
ribs, sponge, 3 dual end ribbon tools, 
knife, wire cut off, needle tool, kiln, buck-
ets and rags.

Materials used: clay, water and glaze.
Picture  5: Tools and material.
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Time spent per 1 bowl:
Actual handwork - 1-2 hours (From kneeding to glazing)
Drying process - 4-7 days 
Firing process - 2x24 hours 

Total sum: 86 hours 
Average of 7,16 hours a day.

Results:
50 pieces made. 
37 functional - 13 disfunctional 

Did not manage to make exact replica.
Time estimated until goal achieved - 1-2 months.

Cost per bowl:
Material - 400-500kr.
1-2 hours at minimum wage - 1800-3600kr.
Total sum per bowl: 2200-4100kr.
Possibility of replacing item: not available.

Total cost of mass produced bowl:  225kr.
Possibility of replacing item: available if item is in stock.1

    After I had 50 pieces it became very apparent that I needed to show all of them. 
Even the ones considered to be completely ruined or defective. I wanted to show the 
whole process, from beginning to end, warts and all. People could see how many 
times I would have to fail to succeed, giving them a chance to witness the intense 
work that goes into reaching that final goal. That same final goal might not be the 
most interesting part of the work but rather the joy, irritation, anger, frustration and  
relief felt during the process. The process, usually hidden and pushed aside in mass 
production, can be the most interesting part to a handcrafted item.

1 “FÄRGRIK”, aquired 16. April, 2017. https://www.ikea.is/products/33933. Picture 6: Part of the project. 
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Picture 6: Part of the project. 
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3. How do you measure value?

Even though handcrafted items are more expensive due to more work going into 
each item doesn’t necessarily mean they are more valuable than the mass-produced 
ones. Value isn’t only measured financially, it can be sentimental, cultural or person-
al. 

    How has creative destruction affected the way we value handcrafted ceramics? 
In Iceland, my most immediate environment, the opinions of the public are various. 
Some find the handcrafted items a point of pride, a status symbol, a piece of art only 
to be used on special occasions or as decorations in their homes. Others do not see 
the point of spending so much money on something handcrafted when you can get 
mass produced items that are just as useful as well as cheaper. Some even think 
that the craft of ceramics is best left as a hobby. 

    Creative destruction has at the same time made ceramics more available to the 
public and made it harder for independent ceramic craft artists to survive off of their 
craft. It’s not enough to know how and have the skill of creating, you have to go fur-
ther and beyond just being a good craftsman. To be able to survive as an indepen-
dant craft artist/designer you must be an excellent craftsman, salesman, business-
man and have the self-confidence to wade through countless obstacles to get your 
art/design out there. 

    This can be applied to other crafts, such as carpentry, glasswork, metalwork, tex-
tile work and fashion for example. So where do our values lie? Is there a reason why 
some of us take the choice of learning a craft that has been overtaken by an indus-
try of mass production? For me it was never a question of financial value nor was 
it question of whether the items I would make would be of a higher quality or more 
practical. The value in learning such a craft lies in the conversation I have with the 
material, in the meditation that can be achieved while working with it and with the 
lessons taught that may be used in other parts of my life. 
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    Clay as a material does not allow you to force it and it doesn’t allow you to do 
what ever you want, you have to take your time to get to know the material. To know 
it’s turn offs and turn ons, to know it’s limits, where you are allowed to take short 
cuts and where it’s not a possibility at all. You allow yourself to become vulnerable to 
it and to the outcome. I think it’s very important for people to forget the social con-
struct we live in for a while and focus their attention on something that is not done 
for gain or profit but done to enrich our own selves, our patience, our understanding 
of simple pleasures and to connect us to enjoying work. We live in a society and age 
where we can take a chance to do what pleases us and far too many times has that 
been pushed aside for mere monetary profit, for the first time in hundreds of years 
we are afforded a choice and we shouldn’t overlook it.

Picture 7: Throwing clay on a potters wheel. 
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4. The exhibition.

The design piece in it self was quite large and the pieces had to be set up in a time-
line from 1 to 50 so that the viewers could better understand the process of hand-
crafting. After some thought we noticed a built in shelf at the top of the wall across 
from the main entrance into the room where all the items would fit. I chose a simple 
lighting, only illuminating the middle of the row from the front and using the small 
light from the windows behind the items to give them a more dramatic effect. 
    
    The original mass-produced bowl I tried to replicate was set on a small pedestal 
on the floor next to the wall as a reminder of the difference between the two worlds, 
mass-produced and hand crafted. Next to the bowl I placed a ladder that people 
could climb if they wanted to get a better look at some of the pieces.

    I also made a small pamphlet where the concept and statistics where put forth 
so people could better understand that this a not a critique of mass-production but 
rather an attempt to get people to question their values. 

Picture 8: How the project was setup up. 



Picture 9: Bowl nr. 50.
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